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Let’s Set the Record Straight: Coal is Already
Shipped Through Oakland and It Is Safe
Opinion

By John Siegel

Let’s set the record straight.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has authorized the shipment of millions
of tons of coal throughout the
Bay Area for years. These shipments include coal cars running
through the city of Oakland,
through Jack London Square,
the Army Base and other rail
points. Over the many years
that this has occurred, there
have been no reported adverse Coal cars run through the city of Oakland, through Jack
health effects, nor have there London Square, the Army Base and other rail points.
been reports of unhealthy levels of coal dust registered on the federal court on Oakland’s year lease. This would amount
any of the air monitors operat- frivolous argument that coal to a 92 percent reduction, and
was dangerous, Ninth Circuit eliminate an estimated 900
ing in West Oakland.
For these reasons and many Judge Vincent Chhabria ruled million tons of coal, that would
more, I state unequivocally that that the City failed to produce otherwise legally be allowed
the Op Ed in the Post on Nov. 7, “evidence that the proposed to be shipped through the ter‘We Still Object to Coal’, disre- coal operations would pose minal in accordance with the
gards science, the truth and the a substantial health or safety ruling of the federal judge.
welfare of the citizens of Oak- danger.”
Coal will help pay the cost to
The new state-of-the-art build the terminal, but it will
land! There are no inaccuracies
in the “ITS” (Insight Terminal Oakland Protocol process is also be eliminated in 20 years.
Solutions ) Post article of Oct. safe. ITS will use covered railThe opposition author also
31, ‘Bulk Commodity Termi- cars and a fully encapsulated suggests that shipment in covnal Operator Agrees to “Oak- delivery system that elimi- ered cars is dangerous because
land Protocol” Phase-in Plan nates the possibility of coal of the potential for spontaneto Ban Coal’. To the contrary, dust release. The terminal is ous combustion. This is nonthe inaccuracies are in the ar- also good for Oakland and the sense! Rail cars have been
ticle by opponents of the multi- community. It will bring hun- covered for decades, enclosing
dreds of millions of dollars in various commodities, includcommodity bulk terminal.
But you need not take my city revenue and community ing coal. Coal is transported
word for it. Renowned local benefits.
along the Mississippi River in
Building the terminal also covered containers, and by sea
physicians Dr. Washington
Burns and Dr. Geoffrey Watson, has the benefit of using coal in covered containers without
who have dedicated their lives to eliminate coal. Under the combustion or other danger.
to caring for Oakland’s under- provisions of the 5-3-0 plan, The manufacturer that ITS will
served residents, state without 5 million tons of coal a year use, Eco-Fab, has been coverequivocation that coal does not would be shipped through the ing rail cars in Europe since the
pose a health threat to Oakland terminal for the first 10 years 1970s without incident. This
residents; neither as it is cur- of operation, and 3 million claim of potential spontaneous
rently shipped and certainly tons per year for the next 10 combustion, like the safety isnot under the process that will years, no more coal would be sue, is made up to advance the
be used by ITS. As well, when shipped through the ITS facil- world view of coal opponents.
the case was brought before ity for the remainder of the 66- It has nothing whatsoever to

do with what will happen in
Oakland
Failure to issue permits to
build a terminal will have devastating legal implications for
Oakland. The city will have
to repay the state of California
over $242 million that the state
advanced for development.
The city will owe $500 million in damages to California
Capital Investment Group for
wrongfully denying the development and not issuing the
appropriate permits. The terminal, under its signed 66-year
lease with the city, has secured
all CEQA permits to operate a
multi-commodity terminal that
can handle upwards of 15 million tons annually, all of which
could be coal per our lease if
the city forces the owners to go
through a long and costly legal
challenge. If the city fails to
act, it could jeopardize the option of phasing out coal under
the 5-3-0 plan.
More to the point however,
the City would needlessly lose
out on hundreds of high paying
jobs, invaluable job training
and additional revenue streams
that, over the life of the lease,
could total hundreds of millions of dollars. These dollars
could be earmarked specifically for the City’s most underserved and needy citizens.
Thus, the truth is the risk of
perpetuating this fraud by the
City of Oakland is stunning. It
has been this author’s observation that citizens in Oakland,
particularly those who would
most benefit and who are most
underserved, in fact very much
desire to see this terminal built.
See the article by Pastor LJ
Jennings, entitled ‘Our Community, Our Voice, We Speak
for Us!’ in the Oakland Post.

